Abstract. Architecture optimization is a fundamental problem of neural network modeling. The optimal architecture is defined as the one which minimizes the generalization error. This paper addresses estimation of the generalization performance of regularized, complete neural network models. Regularization normally improves the generalization performance by restricting the model complexity. A formula for the optimal weight decay regularizer is derived. A regularized model may be characterized by an effective number of weights (parameters); however, it is demonstrated that no simple definition is possible. A novel estimator of the average generalization error (called FPER) is suggested and compared to the Final Prediction Error ( F P E ) and Generalized Prediction Error ( G P E ) estimators. In addition, comparative numerical studies demonstrate the qualities of the suggested estimator.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
One of the fundamental problems involved in design of neural network models is architecture optimization aiming at high generalization performance. In this paper the generalization measure is defined as the average generalization error, i.e., the expected squared error averaged over all possible training sets of size N , with N being the number of training samples. The average generalization error, I?, can be decomposed into three additive components [2], [8] : r = U: + MSME + WFP, viz. the inherent noise variance, the mean square model error, and the weight fluctuation penalty'. The inherent noise variance is caused by noise on the data which -per definition -cannot be modeled.
]The MSME and the WFP are related to the squared bias and the variance, respectively. See [2] for a definition of bias and variance. 0-7803-2026-3/94 $4.00 Q 1994 IEEEPresence of MSME reflects the lack of modeling capability of the neural network for niodelirig t,he current d a h , i.e., the network is an incomplete model of the data generating system. Finally, the W F P reflects the increase in average generalizat,ion error caused by fluctuations in the estimated weights, which stvm from tlie fact that the weights are estimated from a given finite training set.
Architecture optimization can be viewed as a bias/variance trade off [ 2 ] % [ll] or equivalently a MSME/WFP trade off The M S M E is reduced when increasing tlhe network complexity2 while the WFP typically3 increases. 7 he literaturcl provides a variety of methods for performing this trade off, including ;-l.rcliitecture pruning and growing schemes, as well as regularization techniques.
T R A I N I N G A N D GENERALIZATION
Consider modeling the data generating system: where k i s t,htJ discrete time index, y(k) is the scalar output signal, g(.) constit,utes ;L nonlinear mapping of the pdimensional input signal z ( k ) (column vect,or), and ~( k )
is an inherent noise signal. 
In general, only little a priori knowledge of the data generating system is available, i.e., most neural network models are incomplete, which result in non-zero mean square model error. However, a multi-layer perceptron neural over, MSME may remain unchanged when adding irrelevant complexity. Define the training set of N samples by 7 = { z ( h ) ; y(k)}, L = 1,2,. . ., N .
WF'P
The model is estimated by minimizing a cost function being the sum of the usual mean square cost and a weight decay regularizer5:
where SN(W) = N-' E;"=, e2(L; w ) = N-' Er==, [y(k) -f(z(k); w)12 is the mean square cost and R is a m x m symmetric, positive semidefinite regularization matrix. Standard weight decay regularization is obtained by using R = KI, where K 2 0 is the weight decay parameter and I the identity matrix. The presented theory is not restricted to the chosen cost function, thus analogous results can be obtained when e.g., using log-likelihood cost functions and more general regularizers, ~( w ; n), where r ( -) is a regularization function parameterized by n.
The weights of the estimated model are denoted the estimated weights,
Also define the expected cost function:
where E{ .} denotes expectation w.r.t. the joint input-output probability density function. Under mild regularity conditions (see e.g., Since the model is assumed complete w* is identical to w o when omitting regularization. However, regularization imposes a bias of the optimal weights towards 0 .
The generalization error of the estimated model is defined as the expected squared error on an test sample, [z; y], independent on the training samples, i.e.,
G(G)
It turns out (see e.g., the discussion in [8, Sec. 6.3.21) that G ( 6 ) is not necessarily a reliable measure of the model quality since it depends on the actual training set through 6. In addition, it is not possible to obtain estimates of G(G) without perfect knowledge of the joint input-output distribution.
Hence, the appropriate model quality measure is the average generalization error, e.g., where E;r{.} denotes expectation over all training sets with N samples. That is, averaging is w.r.t. fluctuation in & due to different training sets. Define 7% = { z ( k ) } and ' & = {~( k ) } . As the noise and the input are assumed independent, the expectation w.r.t. 7 is carried out as6:
ESTIMATING THE AVERAGE GENERALIZATION ERROR
The objective of this presentation is to obtain an estimate of r defined in Eq. (8) is assumed to be invertible, and tr [.] is the trace operator.
with K1, Kz being 4th order moments, as shown by8:
M equals M' except that the term Kl is absent. In general, M and M' are negligible compared to the remaining terms in Eq. (14), (15) when 1) using a regularization matrix close to the optimal setting Eq. (24), and when 2) the signal-to-noise ratio, V{g(z)}/u,", is reasonable large.
Neglecting M , M' and eliminating U," in Eq. N -m l ) , which obviously differs from the one derived from Eq. (14). In conclusion -as suggested in [9] , [ll] -it is not possible to define a single quantity ml which expresses the effective number of weights in the model, since U: should be estimated from 2ml -m2 rather than mi effective weights.
For practical purposes the quantities in Eq. 
OPTIMIZING THE WEIGHT DECAY REGULARIZATION PA-RAMETER.
For siinplicit,y, consider simple weight decay regularization, i.e., R = KI where 6 is the weight decay parameter. As mentioned in the introduction, trading off weight fluctuation penalty ( W F P ) and mean square model error ( M S M E ) leads t,o an optimal setting of K . In [6] this problem was addressed for linear rnodels and the following may be viewed as an extension of this work.
Inspecting Eq. (15) it turns out that" A4 = MSME and WFP = u;m2/IV.
The optimal value, nOptr is found by solving:
dWFP dMSME
As expected, l i~n~-~ WFP = 0, since it measures the contribution due Notice two facts co5cerning nopt: First, it is proportional to the inherent noise variance. If no noise is present WFP = 0, thus one should not introduce MSME by employing a non-zero IC. Secondly, Kept is inversely proportional to the length of the optimal weight vector weighted by the elements of the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse Hessian matrix. This is due to the fact that we regularize against the zero weight vector. Since the optimal weights too are unknown, it is impossible to calculate ICopt directly; however, in 141 adaptive regularization is studied for a linear one-dimensional model, and [5] presents an adaptive regularization scheme for the purpose of designing compact time series models. In addition, it is possible to show that the average generalization error is reduced when using 0 < IC 5 2ICopt.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To substantiate the qualities of the suggested FPER estimator Eq. That is, the signal-to-noise ratio equals approx. 6 dB. Q = 2.4.104 independent training sets of size N in the interval [15; 351 were randomly generated, and the weights of the associated model were estimated using a simple weight decay regularizer with IC = 2nOpt. The "true" average generalization error was estimated by r G = ( G ( & ) ) where (.) denotes the average w.r.t. the Q training sets, and
The quality of the estimators", ? ( T ) E { F P E R , FPE, G P E } , is quantified by three different measures:
I N B is the normalized bias, NRMSE is the normalized root mean squa_re error, and II is the probabiJity that FPER is closer to the true estimate, r G , than another estimator, r. Here p ( . ) denotes the step function. Fig. 1 shows plots of the considered measures. NB of FPER is smallest for all training set sizes; however, as the training set size approaches infinity all estimates becomes identical as Kept + 0. For N = 35 NB(FPER) is approx. half the NB( GPE). The NRMSE's of and GPE are approx. identical, thus one could claim that the normalized bias improvement of FPER relative to GPE is lost at increased variance13. However, the probability that FPER is closer than GPE to the true r is around 0.65; consequently, FPER should be preferred to GPE. FPE shows extremely bad performance in all figures and moreover, quantity reflecting the effective number of weights, as suggested in [9] , [ll] .
Moreover, an expression for the optimal weight decay parameter is presented and discussed. The potential of the FPER estimator was demonstrated by comparative numerical studies. 
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INTRODUCTION
In reinforcement learning problems the feedback is simply a scalar value which may be delayed in time. This reinforcement signal reflects the success or failure of the entire system after it has performed some sequence of actions. Hence the reinforcement signal does not assign credit or blame to any one action (the tempoml credit assignment problem), or to any particular node or system eIement (the structural credit assignment problem).
Since the reinforcement feedback is not an error signal for individual system elements, it gives little guidance for feature extraction, the on-line develop ment of the system's input representation. Acting properly depends on both identifying the current context as well as selecting an action appropriate to that context, but the scalar feedback signal does not indicate which of these processes is at fault. It does not indicate whether the system should tune its feature detectors, or the weights placed on the outputs of those feature detectors, or both.
